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Canpotex railcars carry
potash across the Prairies
to tidewater in our cover
photo. Moving commodities
from Saskatchewan to
markets around the world
is a logistically complex
process, but the province’s
mining companies are
world leaders in meeting
the challenge. This edition
of ORE highlights the
transport of people,
goods and commodities
within Saskatchewan
and around the world.

Mine employees drive,
bus, and fly long
distances to work
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As we headed to print for
this edition of ORE, we had a
“stop the press” moment as
the Fraser Institute had just
released their 2015 Survey of
Mining Companies, and we had
some good news to share. For
the second year in a row, Saskatchewan was named as the
number one jurisdiction in Canada and second in the world,
behind Western Australia, for
attracting mineral investment.
This ranking reflects the
geological potential of an
area and the effects of government policies on mining and
exploration investment. As a
province, we are fortunate to
have an underlying geological
framework that hosts diverse,
world-class mineral deposits,
and the intelligence to ensure
policies are in place to support
the sustainable development of
those resources.
It is apparent, however, that
there is work to do to ensure the policies are in place
to transport those resources
to communities around the
world that want and need our
resources.
Transportation is a key cog
in the mining supply chain and
this theme is woven into many
stories contained in this edition
of ORE. Our stories examine
how products are moved to
market; the varied ways that
people commute to rural and
remote mine sites; and finally,

how going places is key in the
lives of Marc Lepage, Manager,
Investor Relations, at Claude
Resources, who is featured in
the Tagging Along article; and
of Ulrich Lamp, President and
CEO of K+S Canada, in the Beyond the Bio article.
Fires were a significant issue
for Saskatchewan and northern Saskatchewan in particular
this past summer, and as we
head into another potential fire
season, it was an opportune
time to reflect on how wildfires
impact exploration and mining
operations. Again, transportation of goods and people was
profoundly affected by fire and
smoke.
A conclusion of the cover
article on transportation is the
importance of capacity in the
system and ultimately the imperative of being able to move
oil via pipelines so this product
doesn’t continue to displace
capacity from other Saskatchewan-produced products.
Pipelines offer a safer, more
efficient and cost-effective
way to transport oil. The federal government has indicated
that it supports exporting oil
with the qualifier that pipeline
projects must have the public’s
confidence. We have an opportunity to ensure that the federal government clearly hears
from all of us that pipelines are
the transportation vehicle of
choice for oil. Not only will this
get a needed product safely to
market, but it will release rail
capacity for other Saskatchewan products such as potash,
lentils, canola, wheat and
manufactured products to be
exported. As a trading nation,
and that is what we proudly
are, our reputation to deliver
to our markets in a timely and
reliable manner is at risk.
The world wants what Saskatchewan produces, but we
need to get it there first. Let
your voice be heard.

2015 SMA SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS
The Saskatchewan Mining Association is proud to provide
scholarships to three post-secondary students each year. The
SMA Environmental Engineering Scholarships are presented
to students at the University of Regina and the University of Saskatchewan, while the Power Engineering Award
is presented to a student at Saskatchewan Polytechnic.
Congratulations to the 2015 winners.
Bryce Marcotte,
U of S winner
Bryce Marcotte grew up in
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Entering school, he would have
never envisioned entering
environmental engineering.
It wasn’t until his first year of
university that
he became
interested in
remediation
projects and
the unique
challenges
within the environmental
discipline. A highlight of his
university career was his involvement in the development
of CE Light — a device aimed
to facilitate access to proper
and affordable lighting in the
developing world. CE Light was
selected as a top five undergraduate technology in Canada
in 2015. In his spare time, Bryce
enjoys playing on multiple
basketball teams. After graduation this May, he is looking forward to any opportunities that
lie ahead as he begins a career
in environmental engineering.
Hebly Cushicondor,
U of R winner
Hebly Cushicondor came to
Canada from Ecuador in 2010
to pursue an undergraduate
degree in environmental systems engineering at the
University of
Regina. Her
inspiration to
pursue this
degree was a
documentary

“Where does one job equal three?
Only in my backyard.”
S TEWART L AROCQUE
M I N I N G O PE R ATO R
ALL AN, SA S K ATCH E WAN

she watched in high school,
aimed at raising awareness of
global warming and its relationship with greenhouse gas
emissions. Through her studies
and work terms, she has gained
experience in diverse areas
including sustainability and
energy efficiency, soil nutrient
analysis, waste management
and occupational health and
safety. She is currently in her
last semester and is looking
forward to starting her career.
She is excited to embark on
this new journey, which she is
sure will have many challenges
along the way and will help her
grow as a professional.
Smith Le,
Sask. Polytechnic winner
Smith Le is currently a second
year college student enrolled at
Saskatchewan Polytechnic in
his hometown of Saskatoon.
He is working toward
becoming a
fully qualified
power engineer and will
graduate in
May, 2016.
From there, he
hopes to start working full-time
in the industry in the province
of Saskatchewan. Before college, he graduated from Bethlehem Catholic High School with
honors in French Immersion. He
is fluent in French, English and
Vietnamese. Outside of school,
he works part-time on weekends. If there is room for free
time in his life, it would include
fishing, going to the gym and
being active outside.

“I’m proud to be one of over 2,300 Saskatchewan residents who work
for PotashCorp. But I’m even prouder of this: For every person like me
that PotashCorp hires, three more jobs are created. How’s that for positive
economic impact? And they’re only in my backyard.”
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A MESSAGE from
SMA PRESIDENT,
Pam Schwann
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Uranium travels from hundreds of kilometres north of
Saskatoon to markets around
the world. Potash is loaded on
to railcars from nine southern
Saskatchewan mines and transported into the U.S. and overseas.
This land-locked province is
a fertile ground for resources,
but challenged by distance and
transportation options to get
its mined commodities across
borders and to tidewater. It’s
an incredibly complex logistical
task, but Saskatchewan’s mining
companies are world leaders in
meeting the challenge.
“We have exceptionally
skilled logistics people within
the mining companies,” said
Steve McLellan, CEO of the Saskatchewan Chamber of Commerce. “Quite frankly, we have
become a centre of excellence
in the mining sector.”
Mining companies know
that their supply chain is long,
complex, and that it’s incredibly
important that it be done well,
said McLellan.
“Our mining sector has done
an exceptional job in figuring
this out. For example, Canpotex

owns and operates its own fleet
of railcars.”
Canpotex, the potash marketing and logistics company that
sells and delivers PotashCorp,
Mosaic and Agrium potash
overseas, recently added 700
new, purpose-built railcars to
its already-substantial fleet, now
totalling 5,700 railcars.
The Canpotex railcars collect
potash from the mines, and
move approximately 11 million
tonnes to market each year.
About half of that comes from
PotashCorp mines, 40 per cent
from Mosaic and 10 per cent
from Agrium.
“We become masters of
our own destiny by controlling
our own fleet,” said Canpotex
president and CEO Ken Seitz,
who joined the company in
November, 2015. He notes that
Canpotex also has its own $60
million railcar maintenance facility near Lanigan, Sask.
“One of the real offerings
Canpotex has is our reliability
and expertise in that supply
chain. We want to control as
much of that supply chain as
we can,” he added.
But it’s a massive undertaking.

“You can imagine how logistically complex that is,” Seitz
said. “We collect potash at our
shareholders’ mine sites, and
load 100,000 cars heading to
ports every year.”
The cars are then picked up
by the railroad companies, Canadian National Railway (CN) and
Canadian Pacific Railway (CP),
on the main lines. The potash
rolls through the Prairies to Can-

“

These are going to over 100 customers in 34 countries. Last year,
we visited over 550 ports with
those 225 vessel voyages.”
The scenario for uranium and
gold is considerably different.
These commodities are mined
in remote parts of northern Saskatchewan, where rail service is
out of the question.
Cameco, AREVA and Claude
Resources are therefore reliant

At the ports, we load up on
average 225 vessels going to
various ports all over the planet.
Ken Seitz , Canpotex president and CEO

potex’s terminals at the ports
of Vancouver and Portland,
Oregon, and in the very near
future the exporter will use the
Saint John, N.B. port as well as a
fourth port Canpotex is contemplating at Prince Rupert.
“At the ports, we load up on
average 225 vessels going to
various ports all over the planet.

”

on trucking, and much of that
service is provided by Northern
Resource Trucking (NRT).
President Dave McIlmoyl says
those three companies make up
95 per cent of NRT’s business.
His company has 180 employees
and operates 120 trucks, 200
trailers and logs 10 million miles
per year, he said.

Most of the loads begin and
end in Saskatoon, although
NRT’s head office is on reserve
in La Ronge. The company is 71
per cent aboriginal-owned.
NRT hauls supplies and
mining inputs of various kinds
to the north, and then returns
with yellowcake. RSB Logistics
takes North American-bound
yellowcake from Saskatoon to
its destination. NRT is licensed
to haul yellowcake from British
Columbia to Quebec.
The specifications for NRT
trucks are ramped up for the
conditions they travel in, and
the products they carry.
“We spec the trucks to be
able to pull the loads, and
provide reasonable repair costs
over the time we use them,” he
said. “We typically keep a truck
for five years, and it will have
800,000 kilometres on it.”
McIlmoyl added that NRT has
one of the best safety records in

North America, on top of competitive rates and great pride in
its service.
“We have a very low turnover; we’d be well under the
average in North America. We
have seven owner-operators
that started with us in 1986,
and many 15-to-20 year contractors.”

Preparing for the
future, tackling the
challenges
While transportation is generally working fairly well, barring
unforeseen circumstances, the
future may be more challenging.
While the province exported
$32 billion worth of goods and
commodities in 2013, the provincial government believes that
number could rise dramatically,
if transportation can accommodate the growth. Its goal is

$59 billion in exports by 2020
— almost doubling 2013’s total.
For that reason, the Saskatchewan Chamber recently
commissioned a report by the
Conference Board of Canada,
entitled The Impact of Rail
Access on Saskatchewan’s
Export Potential.
Two years ago, when the
farmers of the province produced a bumper crop, rail access
became a national issue: the
railways could not keep up with
the huge amount of grains and
oilseeds. At the same time, oil
producers, facing limited pipeline capacity, were increasingly
shipping crude oil by rail.
The Chamber, the province
and the federal government all
weighed in on the challenges,
asking whether Saskatchewan’s
future might be constrained by
transport. The Saskatchewan
Mining Association also contributed its views to the rail review

being conducted by the Canadian Transportation Agency.
The Chamber’s McLellan said
the main recommendations provided in the Conference Board
report that pertain to mining
are better and timelier communications across the supply
chain, resolving competition
for rail space, and ensuring
rail lines honour the common
carrier obligation to transport
materials.
On the timing front, unforeseeable things do happen
— such as very bad winter
weather and bumper crops —
that prevent locomotives from
arriving as scheduled. Informing
customers about such problems
would go a long way toward
solving issues and meeting
deadlines.
The competition for rail space
is a complex problem that spans
many industries, involving everything from pipelines for oil,

2020 Projected Increase in Railway Originating Tonnes from
Saskatchewan, Key Commodities, in thousands of tonnes
Commodit y

2012 Ac tual

2020 Projec tion	Ne t Incre a se

Potash

12,548

21,575

9,027

Petroleum
produc ts

1,526

7,720

6,194

Agri- food
produc ts

16,4 81

21,340

4,859

Total	

30,555

50,635

20,080
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Taking Saskatchewan commodities to market logistically complex
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Minister of the Economy, said in
an interview before the election.
He noted that moving oil and
gas by pipeline has been done
for a very long time, and there
is a large network of pipelines
in Saskatchewan already with a
strong track record of safety and
reliability.
“We find it very unfortunate
that others from outside our
province are suggesting that
pipelines aren’t the way to go,”
he said.
“When you look at our
economy, we are critically dependent on pipelines and rail to
get our bulk commodities — oil,
potash and grains — to export
markets.
“It’s a very, very important
and key priority of our govern-

The Biggest Move
Massive equipment makes 200 kilometre
journey to K+S Legacy Project potash mine

8

uncertain crop levels and production of potash.
“One thing that has changed
twice in the last five years, is the
amount of oil that’s shipped by
rail,” said McLellan. “At the point
when it was peaking, we had
the bumper crop, which compounded the congestion on the
rail lines. The mining companies
had still more competition for
rail space.”
McLellan said he hopes the
present review of the Canada
Transportation Act will be positive for Saskatchewan, and that
the various recommendations
from the Chamber, the SMA and
others will be accepted.
Over the last six years, the
potash sector in Saskatchewan
has invested over $15 billion in
expansions to existing (brownfield) mine operations and more
than $7 billion in new mine projects (greenfield).
Pam Schwann, SMA President,
noted that with positive market
conditions, these investments
will potentially more than double
the production from Saskatchewan potash mines.
“This increased potash production will require additional
rail capacity. In 2014 the potash
industry wasn’t producing at
capacity, so it wasn’t shipping
record amounts of potash, like

the oil and agriculture sectors
were. When potash demand
picks up, we need to ensure
there is sufficient rail capacity
to reliably transport all products
(minerals, oil and agriculture) to
market. If not, increased inventories on site may lead to temporary production shut downs
and consequent layoffs.
“The consideration that all
exporters need to be aware of
is that oil will come back up, and
there will be demand to move it
to market.”
The Conference Board of

Canada report clearly lays out
how quickly demand for rail
cars can shift. In 2012, potash
volumes represented 41 per cent
of all rail traffic from Saskatchewan, with oil making up just
five per cent. In 2013, oil shipments dramatically increased,
making up 35 per cent compared to 27 per cent for potash
shipments. Alternative capacity
or alternative transport mechanisms are required to relieve the
anticipated rail congestion that
will come with the province’s
plan to double exports by 2020.

And that means pipelines.
“If we had pipelines going
south or east, there would be
more room on the rail. And if
there were direct routes going
south, there would be more (rail)
space to go to tidewater,” said
McLellan.
McLellan’s view was strongly
shared by the Sask. Party provincial government.
“Our government believes
pipelines are the most efficient
and the safest way to transport oil or natural gas from our
province to markets,” Bill Boyd,

Providing mine
construction and
demolition services
throughout
Saskatchewan and

Saskatchewan
minerals on
the move by
plane, train
and semi
PlaneS – move out the
gold product produced
at Claude Resource’s
Seabee Mine
TrainS – move potash,
uranium and coal
(private shortline rail
between Poplar River
coal plant and Poplar
River)
SemiS – move
yellowcake (uranium),
some potash

around the world.

XTREME MINING &
DEMOLITION INC.

Proud recipient of the
2015 SMA Safety Award

P: 306.652.4168
xtrememining.com

ment to see that all of those areas
are working as efficiently as possible.”
Boyd added that he is optimistic the federal government is
starting to realize how important
Saskatchewan and Alberta are
to the wider Canadian economy,
and that may contribute to higher
acceptance of pipelines.

It is not just the people and
products of mining that are on
the move in Saskatchewan.
Supplies and equipment are
also constantly being shipped
around the province. Yet none
have ever been as massive as the
salt crystallizers and evaporators
transported to the K+S Legacy
mine project near Bethune,
Sask.
In late January, 2015, two
crystallizers were picked up at
JNE Welding in Saskatoon and
placed on enormous flatbed
trailers. Each unit measured 11.6
metres high, 10.1 metres wide,
56.7 metres long, and weighed
330 tonnes.
They crawled toward
Bethune at a speed of 30 to
40 kilometres per hour, taking
three days to cover a distance
that takes two hours by car.
Two other, slightly smaller
vessels called evaporators were
also shipped, separately.
The vessels are crucial parts
of the K+S process at the solution mine in southern Saskatchewan. Potash is retrieved by
injecting water underground;
the slurry is brought to surface
into the evaporators and heated.
The potash solution then flows

into the crystallizers, which cool
the solution and produce solid
potash.
The Legacy mine is the first
greenfield mine in Saskatchewan in almost 40 years, and
is expected to start producing
potash in late 2016.
Veolia Water Technologies of
Plainfield, Illinois supplied the
equipment to K+S. Marketing
Manager Tim Cornish explained
that some of the vessels were
built in Saskatoon; others were
so big, the components had
to be transported to site, and
manufactured there.
“When these systems are
being designed, you have to
have the logistics in mind,” said
Cornish. “Three were assembled
on site because we knew those
could not be transported over
the road.”
The logistics were daunting,
and took an entire year to put in
place. Veolia co-ordinated with
the Saskatchewan Department
of Highways, SaskPower (which
had to raise 30 powerlines to
accommodate the 40-foot-high
equipment), all the municipalities between Saskatoon and
Bethune, and even the media.
“All those things are worked

out ahead of time. There’s constant communication as well. If
we’re behind schedule, we have
to let everybody know. If we’re
ahead of schedule we have to let
everybody know,” said Cornish.
“It’s a massive undertaking.
It’s big news up there. I had
radio stations calling to ask,
‘when is it coming through?’”
Veolia Water Technologies
is known for the design and
supply of enormous equipment
for industry, and has done a lot
of work in the Alberta oilsands.
“For these large projects,
we’re among very few people
who can do that, who have the
capabilities to pull off something
like this. We tend to do very
large, complex projects,” said
Cornish. Still, it’s only a part of
the whole undertaking.
“A small, big part of it,” he
added, laughing. “This is one of
the largest systems of its kind
that we’ve done. It’s definitely
going to be the largest plant of
its kind in Saskatchewan.
“We have done work in Saskatchewan before, but nothing
of this scale. Just the sheer
size of each individual vessel
and the overall capacity, is
astounding.”
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Northern Resources Trucking hauls supplies to northern Saskatchewan and returns with commodities.
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including 1,620 Cameco employees and 934 contractors.
Cameco has a corporate flight
desk made up of a team of four
people. They work directly with
the mine site flight clerks to coordinate the site requests and
liaise with the airlines, WestWind
Aviation and Good Spirit Air Services. Employees work a week-in,
week-out rotation, while con-

Mine employees drive, bus, and fly long distances to work
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Interesting weather, long distances, gravel roads, operations
located deep underground.
These are but a few of the
challenges faced by Saskatchewan’s mining companies when
getting their people to the work
sites.
Whether it’s north or south,
east or west, Saskatchewan
mines and their employees have
come up with their own transportation solutions, and some of
them are as complex as getting
the commodities themselves to
market.
To reach the potash mines,
for example, some commute
from miles away; and for many
miners, getting to the site is just
the beginning. Those who work
underground take a quick elevator ride deep into the earth, often
a kilometre down. Then, they
often can travel up to another
hour to the mine face.
Kyle Pfeil is one of these commuters. The maintenance planning co-ordinator at Mosaic’s Colonsay mine lives in Bethune, and
commutes every day. He works
mainly on surface, but sometimes
goes underground to participate
in safety training.
He’s up at 4:30 in the
morning, leaves at 5 a.m. and
arrives at about 6:30 for his
7 a.m. start.
“That gives me enough time
to get my day started, check my

messages, and then we start
every day with a toolbox safety
meeting,” said Pfeil.
“I actually don’t mind the
morning drive. It’s kind of relaxing. You drink your coffee, listen
to the radio, catch the news.
“I’m used to it. I’ve worked
here for seven years.”
Only extremely bad weather,
or a very late day, will keep him
from his commute. Then he
will stay in Watrous overnight,
which is closer to the mine than
Bethune.
“The few times I’ve stayed in

Saskatoon and Humboldt as
well as from the neighbouring
communities such as Young,
Watrous, Colonsay, Bruno and
Viscount.
K+S Potash Canada has
brought on another form of
transportation to ease the daily
commute.
Some employees at the K+S
Legacy mine project were commuting an hour to and from
work, including a 20 kilometre
stretch of gravel road.
“Some people just aren’t
that comfortable with driving on

“

It’s a really good place to work.
There are good people, good
wages and lots of opportunities.
The commute is worth it.
Kyle Pfeil, MOSAIC – COLONSAY MINE

Watrous, it’s almost like I get to
work too quickly,” Pfeil said, with
a laugh.
“It’s a really good place to
work. There are good people,
good wages and lots of opportunities. The commute is worth
it.”
People commute to the Colonsay mine from Prince Albert,

”

gravel,” said Sam Farris, general
manager, operations for KSPC.
“It’s also harder on vehicles than
pavement is.”
Hearing the employees’ concerns, K+S began a trial shuttle
service. In Moose Jaw and
Regina, the company set up a
partnership with Superstore and
Home Depot, allowing K+S em-

ployees to park in the stores’ lot
and hop on the shuttle.
The service was successful,
leading K+S to make the shuttle a
permanent program. It has other
advantages, both to K+S and the
surrounding community, as well
— safer commuting, less traffic
and less dust.
“When you’re trying to grow
and retain your workforce, it’s
an effective feature to be able
to offer employees,” said Farris.
Transportation to the northern
uranium mines is very different.
Distances from communities —
even those located in the north
— have made flying in employees
the only realistic option.
Cameco employees are all
flown in directly to site, said Jean
Alonso, director of transportation and materials management.
Each site has its own airstrip.
“There are 76 flights a week,
from all the various pick-up
points,” said Alonso. “The majority of our travellers, our mainline
travellers, come from Saskatoon,
Prince Albert and La Ronge. We
do about 27 flights a week for
them.”
Cameco moves about 2,600
people every week, in and out of
the sites, from 20 pick-up points.
The company’s four northern
work sites — McArthur River,
Cigar Lake, Key Lake and Rabbit
Lake — employed 2,554 people
at the end of December, 2015,

Kyle Pfeil, shown here in front of
the headframe at the Colonsay
potash mine, drives to work every
day from his home in Bethune.

tractors’ shifts vary depending
on the work they are performing.
“There are no people commuting to the mine sites on their
own, because of the remoteness
of the sites,” said Alonso. “There
is road access to all locations,

Prepare an
emergency car kit
Always have winter safety and emergency equipment in your
car. A basic car kit should contain the following:
Food that won’t spoil, such as energy bars
Water in plastic bottles that won’t break if the water freezes
(replace them every six months)
Blanket
Extra clothing and shoes or boots
First aid kit with seatbelt cutter
Small shovel, scraper and snowbrush
Candle in a deep can and matches
Wind‑up flashlight
Whistle, in case you need to attract attention
Roadmaps
Copy of your emergency plan

Source: Government of Canada
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Cameco employees board a plane en route to work in Saskatchewan’s north.

but, for example, the closest
site is a 10 to 12 hour drive
from Saskatoon, depending on
conditions.
“The closest community
by road would be Pinehouse;
it’s still about 200 kilometres
away from Key Lake. It’s just
not practical to commute by
driving,” said Alonso.
AREVA Resources also provides air transport exclusively
for its employees, although
workers are shuttled by bus from
the Points North Airport to the
uranium mill at McClean Lake.
Wade Petrishen, superintendent, logistics for AREVA, said the
company flew 2,800 passengers
each month in 2015.
“We fly people from eight
communities, including Saskatoon,” he said. “AREVA operates its own booking and room
assignment system.”
The flights, which operate as
AREVA exclusively-scheduled
charters, are currently flying nine
times per week.
“The complexity of flight
logistics is proportional to the
level of flight activity,” he added.
“Because of on-going construction at McClean Lake, it can be
quite hectic.”
AREVA uses Saskatchewanbased airlines for its flights,
including WestWind, Osprey
Wings, Kreos Aviation and
Transwest.
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A Summary:
Facts and figures of the
Canadian Mining Industry
3D model of potash deposits of
the Devonian Prairie Evaporite,
Saskatchewan. As the potash layers
get deeper towards the southern
part of the province, the extraction
methods change from underground
mining (near Saskatoon) to solution
mining (in the Regina area). The view
is from the southeast toward the
northwest.

12

The global mining sector is
struggling through a significant
downturn in commodity prices.
While adept at controlling costs
and steering through uncertainty, the downward pressure
on mineral prices is real and
companies are feeling it.
Many commodity prices have
declined. From winter 2011
highs, both nickel and copper
have fallen, losing nearly 70
per cent and 50 per cent of
their value, respectively. Similar trends with subtle variations
are seen for silver, uranium and
potash. The monthly average
price of iron ore (62 per cent
Fe) dropped by over two-thirds
(an 86 per cent decrease) from
$187.18/ton in February 2011
to $46.16 in November 2015.
Quarterly benchmark prices
for seaborne metallurgical coal
have dropped from a peak of

$330 per metric tonne in 2011
to $81 per metric tonne in January 2016 – a four-fold decrease
in value.
While downward pressure
is pervasive across many commodities, some sectors of the
industry are seeing improvements. For example, the price
of gold has jumped nearly 15
per cent from roughly $1050/
ounce in early December to
$1210/ounce in mid-February.
For context, the Canadian dollar, trading at 75 cents U.S. provides relief to Canadian miners
whose costs are in Canadian
dollars and but whose revenues
are in U.S. dollars.
Despite challenges, the Canadian industry remains an economic stalwart, contributing
more than $57 billion in GDP
(3.4 per cent) in 2014, employing 375,000 people, and

paying an estimated $71 billion
in taxes and royalties to governments over the decade through
2012. Proportionally, the mining industry is also the largest
private sector employer of Aboriginal Canadians and Canada
remains home to the greatest
number of publicly listed mining companies in the world. The
industry also supports:
– a world leading supply sector of nearly 3,700 companies
– nearly 50 per cent of total
rail freight revenue generated
annually;
– 10 per cent of foreign direct
investment each year;
– over 18 per cent of Canada’s
total overall value of exports in
2014 ($89.4 billion).
The prevailing view is that
the Canadian mining industry’s

economic prospects are strong
over the medium and long term.
China’s growth, while slower
and volatile at present, is still
significant and over a larger
base. Consumption of minerals and metals is expected to
accelerate as other emerging
economies, such as India, continue to grow.
It is during a downturn that industry and governments should
be planning for the inevitable
next upswing. Canada’s ability
to take advantage of the return
of strong commodity prices,
which some analysts predict
could begin over the course of
2016, will partly depend on the
policy decisions made now.
A link to the complete report:
http://mining.ca/sites/default/
files/documents/Facts-andFigures-2015.pdf

3D Geological
Modelling
Provided by Saskatchewan Geological
Survey, Ministry of the Economy
Generally, people are familiar
with three-dimensional (3D)
technology. 3D movies have
been around since the 1950’s
and in recent films such as Grav-

ity. Medical examinations like
MRI produce a 3D image of the
inside of your body. You can
even tour most of our planet’s
surface in 3D with Google Earth.

Today, geoscientists use 3D
modelling to help visualize what
is beneath the Earth’s surface.
These models help us to understand a variety of features such

as the nature and context of
mineral, water, and petroleum
resources.
We can assess the potential
for catastrophic events such as
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Brendan Marshall I Director, Economic Affairs, Mining Association of Canada
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The
Saskatchewan
Geological
Survey (SGS)
has been
creating 3D
geological
models for
almost 15
years.

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and landslides. It also
gives us a clearer picture of the
environmental and geological
evolution of the Earth since
forming 4.5 billion years ago.
Traditionally, geoscientists
have used paper and computer software to create twodimensional (2D) images of the
geology of the earth’s interior.
These are typically in the form
of maps and include information from the surface of the
Earth recorded by geoscientists traversing the land and/
or subsurface data acquired
through analysis of drill holes or
geophysical data. These maps
determine the distribution of
important geological objects
buried underground.
Advances in 3D technology,
computing power and software now allow us to view
subsurface geological objects

and their relationships in 3D
space. With this capability, geoscientists can assess geological
information using an infinite
number of viewing angles to
make more informed decisions and conclusions about
the rocks and formations they
study.

Saskatchewan
Geological Survey
3D Geological
Modelling
The Saskatchewan Geological
Survey (SGS) has been creating 3D geological models for
almost 15 years. Our leadership in the field has attracted
international attention and has
been a main driver of various
collaborations with other jurisdictions, including the South
Australia Geological Survey and
the China Geological Survey.

The SGS models allow nongeologists and geologists alike
to easily access geological information. Industry commonly
uses these models to provide
regional-scale context within
their property-scale models
in order to better understand
the context of the resource and
how to extract it.
Some of the SGS models
include: the Athabasca Basin,
source of the world’s highest grade uranium deposits;
the potash deposits in the
Prairie Evaporite that account
for about 46 per cent of the
world’s potash resource and
supply a third of the world’s
potash production annually; as
well as models predicting the
prospective geology beneath
the sedimentary cover rocks in
the Flin Flon to La Ronge area,
an untapped potential resource
for gold and base metals.
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Geological features of the Athabasca Basin 3D model. This basin contains the world’s highest-grade uranium deposits which are generally located near
the bottom (purple) surface (also see inset).
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When wildfires
threaten

Saskatchewan mines affected during 2015 forest fire emergency
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and CEO Brian Skanderbeg.
“Ultimately it did not damage any infrastructure. There
was potential to have major
disruption to our production
via cutting off power to one
or both of our mines or our
mill, damaging infrastructure
and transformers, which would
have caused catastrophic impact to our business.
“None of that happened. But
that’s all luck. Ultimately, we
play a luck game with lightning.
When lightning decides to hit a
place, the prevailing wind and
weather conditions push the
fire to where it may be.”
In the end, what stopped
the fire were cooler weather
conditions and a prevailing
northwest wind, as opposed
to a southeast wind, which was
pushing the flames toward the
mine.
While the 2015 forest fires in
northern Saskatchewan never
put any Cameco work sites at
risk, they did present some
transportation and logistical
challenges for the company.
Operationally, Cameco sites
including Key Lake, McArthur
River, Rabbit Lake and Cigar
Lake came away unscathed; but
transportation was a challenge,
said Jean Alonso, director of

transportation and materials
management for Cameco.
“The key thing, when I reflect
on it, is how long the situation
persisted,” said Alonso. “There
are forest fires every year, and
we’ll have some road interruptions, but that will last a day
or two.
“This one was unique, in that
it persisted for quite a long time
and stressed all our logistics
systems.”
Cameco flies all of its employees into the north from 20 pickup points, while supplies are
trucked in.
“On the flying side of things,
as an example, La Ronge was
evacuated and the airport was
shut down for part of it and
then commandeered for the
fire support services that were
operating out of there,” said
Alonso.
“That is one of our key pick
up points, taken out of the mix
for us. That created quite a bit
of complication for the logistics team to deal with those
travellers.
“What normally happens in
those situations is we will find
alternate destinations to drop
them off and then arrange for
transport back to their home
communities.

“But the forest fires (brought)
another layer of complication
because the road was also
closed. Eventually, the community (of La Ronge) was
evacuated, so there was a lot
of manifest and destination
juggling that had to happen
to accommodate everybody.”
In addition, HudBay’s operation at Flin Flon/Creighton
on the Manitoba border was
affected by the fires burning
further away, because the
mine’s oxygen plant can’t operate when hydrocarbon levels,
affected by wildfire, reach a
certain unsafe threshold.
Other mines and mills were
also affected, even when not
in the line of fire.
At AREVA Resources’ McClean Lake uranium mill, thick
smoke was a significant problem, said Jim Corman, vicepresident, operations and
projects. The biggest impact
came from highway restrictions
to the operating sites, and the
closures of airstrips, affecting
the ability to get people from
the sites back home.
“Between the poor visibility
caused by smoke limiting the
ability of planes to land and
the complete closure of communities and airstrips, we had

to make significant alterations
to where we picked up and
dropped off our employees,”
he said. “All our employees that
were displaced by the fires did
a fantastic job keeping in contact with us and letting us know
where they were so we could
make arrangements to bring
them back to work if they so
desired.”
Meanwhile, Seabee had to
face a second fire during the
peak fire season.
“We actually went out and
put out fires ourselves,” said
Skanderbeg. “The big one was
deemed out of Claude’s scope;
but there was a smaller fire four
kilometres east of the mine, and
we had spotted it and reported
it and didn’t get a response. Our
emergency rescue and mines
personnel went out and cut a
break on it, wet it down and
put it out themselves.”
That experience has led to
changes at Seabee, he added.
“We’re upgrading our emergency personnel in terms of

their understanding of firefighting. We have some, but
it’s industrial fire related, not
forest fire related. There’s that
aspect we’ll upgrade internally.
Employee safety always comes
first.”

“

“observation zone.”
In full response, the government will control or extinguish
all fires within 20 kilometres of
a community, and in some areas
with high-value timber.
The modified response zone,

There’s never a question among
anyone that communities are first.
Under the current policy, however,
a mine operation isn’t even second.

”

Brian Skanderbeg, president and CEO, Claude RESOURCES

Mining operations, and the
Saskatchewan Mining Association, are hoping the provincial
government will change its firefighting protocols in the near
future. In 2004, mine sites were
moved from the first priority category, known as “full response
zone,” to the third priority, or

or priority two, includes areas
with fewer values threatened
by wildfire. In the observation
zone, fires are allowed to burn
because of lower human risk
and no commercial timber.
Northern mining companies,
and the SMA, feel that industrial
complexes should be included

as priority one zones.
“You have critical infrastructure. Despite the fact we have
150 people at our site, we’re not
classed as a 150 person community. We’re a business.”
The SMA has written to the
government asking for mines to
be included in the “full response
zone” category, acknowledging
they are communities in their
own rights.
The mines are extremely important to the economy, and
cost a great deal to put into
production, such as the Cigar
Lake operation at $2.2 billion.
“If such a facility was lost to
fire, replacing it would require a
massive reinvestment and take
several years to return to operation — assuming rebuilding
was a cost-effective option at
all,” said SMA president Pam
Schwann.
“In the meantime, the company, its employees, the northern economy and the province’s
fiscal picture would all suffer
considerably.”

CENTRE FOR
MINERALS
INNOVATION
The Centre for Minerals Innovation (CMI) works with industry, other postsecondary partners, government, and local communities to provide the
training you need, where and when you need it. Saskatchewan Polytechnic
has over 50 leading-edge programs that train for careers in the mining
industry. The CMI brings its expertise in this area to work with you to
identify and meet your training needs and provide accessible, targeted
programming to give you a competitive edge.

A plume of smoke obscured
the sky south of the Seabee
mine in 2015

Registration for the Standardized Contractor Safety Program for
Saskatchewan Mining Association member sites is now open.

200-2161 Scarth Street
Regina, SK S4R 2H8
P: 306.359.0303
www.hippersonconstruction.com

To get started, visit saskpolytech.ca/CMI or call 306-659-6968.
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The flames suddenly shot into
the sky about five kilometres
south of Claude Resources’
Seabee mine, during the hot,
dry summer of 2015.
Fires were raging all over the
north, in one of the worst years
for forest fires on record; and
for the management and staff
at Seabee, they were much too
close for comfort.
They watched and waited
anxiously, hoping for a change
in the weather, as smoke
swirled around the site and the
fire burned on for days.
Ultimately, most of the employees were evacuated from
Seabee, as the smell of smoke
seeped underground and the
situation became too dangerous to wait any longer. Particularly top of mind for Claude’s
management was being able
to get the employees out by
aircraft, before it was impossible for flights to land or take
off due to bad visibility.
Underground mine operations were suspended for
eight days. It was one of many
Saskatchewan mines to be
significantly affected or threatened by the fires.
It was bad enough, but the
impact could have been far
worse, said Claude president
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Fighting fire on all fronts

FOND DU LAC I.R. 229

IN SASKATCHEWAN

WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY ZONES

FOND DU LAC I.R. 227

Legend
Full Response Zone- Community Value (7.6 million ha)
-Initial Attack and Sustained Action within 20 km of
communities with intent to extinguish all fires that
pose a threat.

CHICKEN I.R. 226

Mining companies, suppliers and staff pitch in to help communities

Cluff Lake

Full Response Zone- Timber Value (4.08 million ha)
-Initial Attack and Sustained Action in high timber value
areas to control and suppress fires. Ongoing consideration
of values and costs will be undertaken to ensure continued
fire action is warranted.

LAC LA HACHE I.R. 220

MacArthur River

ENGLISH RIVER BARKWELL BAY I.R. 192I

4.5 km Burning Permit Area (1.1 million ha)
-Initial Attack and Sustained Action to control
and suppress fires.

CREE LAKE I.R. 192G

Key Lake

KINOOSAO-THOMAS CLARKE I.R. 204

PANP/CLAWR (1 million ha)
PANP -10 km border agreement zone with a protection
response the same as surrounding provincial land base.
CLAWR -Treat protection response the same as
surrounding provincial land base (values at risk).

CLEARWATER RIVER DENE BAND NO. 222
TURNOR LAKE I.R. 193B

MISTAHI WASAHK I.R. NO. 209

CLEARWATER RIVER DENE BAND NO. 221

ENG LISH RIVER I.R. 192H

Modified Response Zone (2.69 million ha)
-Consideration for Initial Attack and Sustained Action to
contain fires to the zone based on assessment of values
and financial cost. If unsuccessful pull back resources
and protect Full Response Zone.

SOUTHEND I.R. 200

CLEARWATER RIVER DENE BAND NO. 223

BUFFALO RIVER DENE NATION I.R. 193

WAPACHEWUNAK I.R. 192D

TURNOR LAKE I.R. 194

PRIMEAU LAKE I.R. 192F
DIPPER RAPIDS I.R. 192C
ELAK DASE I.R. 192A

GRANDMOTHER'S BAY I.R. 219
WAPASKOKIMAW I.R. 202

KIPA HIGAN SA KAH IKAN INDIA N RE S ERV E N O. 222

ILE A LA CROSSE I.R. 192E

Observation Zone (20.6 million ha)
-Assess values at risk with intent to allow for fire
in ecological processes. Consider intervention based on
values vs. the cost of suppression.

SK. S K. IN . RS . N O. 224

STANLEY I.R. 157
STANLEY I.R. 157A

WASKWIATIK SAKAHIKAN INDIAN RESERVE NO. 223

OLD FORT I.R. 157B
CANOE LAKE I.R. 165B

WOOD Y LAKE I.R. 184D

LA PLONGE I.R. 192

MIROND LAKE I.R. 184E
MORIN LAKE I.R. 217

KITSAKIE I.R. 156B

SANDY NARROWS I.R. 184C

POTATO RIVER I.R. 156A

WEPUSKOW SAHGAIECHAN I.R. 165D

FOX POINT I.R. 157D
KIM OSOM PWATINAHK I.R. NO. 203

Rural/ Urban landbase (27.9 million ha)
-Fire suppression on vacant Crown land primarily by
agreement with municipalities.

WASKWAYNIKAPIK INDIAN RESERVE NO. 228
NAKISKATOWANEEK I.R. 227

MCKAY INDIAN RESERVE NO. 209

PISIWIMINIWATIM I.R. 207
MUSKWAMINIWATIM I.R. 225

BIG ISLAND LAKE CREE TERRITORY
GLADUE LAKE I.R. 105B

AMISK LAKE I.R. 184
AMISKOSAKAHIKAN INDIAN RESERVE NO. 210

STURGEON WEIR I.R. 184F

Aboriginal Lands

MINISTIKWAN I.R. 161A

Northern AANDC - Protected Communities
- 20 km Full Response Zone - Community Value
-beyond 20 km - response is same as adjacent
provincial land
Northern AANDC - No Community
- response is the same as adjacent land

FLYING DUST FIRST NATION I.R. 105E

MAKWA LAKE I.R. 129A
MAKWA LAKE I.R. 129
ONION LAKE I.R. 119-1

FLYING DUST FIRST NATION I.R. 105D
EAGLES LAKE I.R. 165C

PN. B . I.R 2.

MONTREAL LAKE I.R. 106

PINE BLUFF I.R. 20B

MEADOW LAKE I.R. 105A
CUMBERLAND HOUSE CREE NATION I.R. 20

ONION LAKE INDIAN RESERVE NO. 119-2

SEEKASKOOTCH I.R. 119

CHITEK LAKE I.R. 191
PELICAN LAKE I.R. 191-A
S. I. R. N O. 1.

THUNDERCHILD FIRST NATION 115B

BITTERN LAKE I.R. 218

PELICAN LAKE I.R. 191-C
THUNDERCHILD FIRST NATION 115D

MAKAOO I.R. 120

MOOSOMIN I.R. 112F

MOOSOMIN I.R. 112E
SAULTEAUX I.R. 159A

Lloydminster

OPASKWAYAK C.N. 27A (CARROT RIVER)
BIG RIVER I.R. 118
LITTLE RED RIVER I.R. 106D
BIG RIVER I.R. 118A

SHOAL LAKE I.R. 28A
CARROT RIVER I.R. 29A
RED EARTH I.R. 29

LITTLE RED RIVER I.R. 106C
STURGEON LAKE I.R. 101A
STURGEON LAKE I.R. 101

AHTAHKAKOOP I.R. 104

WAHPATON I.R. 94A

Provincial Parks

MISTAWASIS I.R. 103

JAMES SMITH I.R. 100
MUSKODAY FIRST NATION I.R. 99
CUMBERLAND I.R. 100A

Representative Areas

ONE ARROW INDIAN RESERVE NO. 95-1J

North Battleford

Waterbodies
!

Interface Communities

j
k

Southern AANDC- Protected Community
- Full Response Zone - Community Value to reserve
boundary

j
k

Structural value

Saskatoon
Preeceville

Mines and mills in the fire
zone, and their employees:

Prince Albert National Park Border Agreement (10km)
Highways
* Hectarage includes waterbodies

Date: 5/16/2014
Document Name: priority2014
Author: Wildfire Management Branch
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 CSRS UTM Zone 13N
Projection: Transverse Mercator
Datum: North American 1983 CSRS
False Easting: 500,000.0000
False Northing: 0.0000
Central Meridian: -105.0000
Scale Factor: 0.9996
Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000
Units: Meter
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• Cigar Lake uranium mine: 600-700
• McArthur River uranium mine: 9001,000
• Key Lake uranium mill: 500-600
• Rabbit Lake uranium mill/Eagle Point
mine: 600-700
• McClean Lake uranium mill: 300-400
• Seabee gold mine and mill: 200-300
• HudBay Minerals mill: 1,000
• Jolu gold mine: in care and maintenance

In 2014
the northern
mining
industry:
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• Directly employed 1,713 residents of Saskatchewan’s north at northern mine sites. They form half
of the total 3,464 mining workforce (Dec 2014). Forty-three per cent of all mine workers are of
First Nations and Métis heritage.
• Purchased $420 million in goods and services from northern companies and joint ventures
• Paid $98.7 million in wages to northern employees of mining companies
• Remitted income tax remitted on behalf of mining industry direct employees of $95.9 million.
• Contributed taxes and royalties of $83.2 million to the province of Saskatchewan

In the intense fire season of
2015, many northern communities in Saskatchewan were
threatened by smoke and flames,
even as highway closures cut off
lines of supply.
Thousands of people were
evacuated. Many properties
burned, while others required
above-and-beyond efforts to
save them.
Saskatchewan mining companies operating in the north
and south threw themselves
into helping people and communities.
AREVA Resources employees
helped in a variety of capacities,
from volunteering on the front
lines of emergency response to
spending time assisting at shelters and making donations, both
monetary and non-monetary.
AREVA employees from La
Ronge and surrounding communities were directly involved
in the firefighting efforts. This
included everything from handing out necessary supplies, for
example, baby formula and
toothbrushes to coordinating
recreational events, said Bruce
Walls, AREVA Vice-President,
Human Resources and Industrial
Relations.
Corporate and employee donations, in the form of money
and supplies, were collected and
distributed at shelters in Saskatoon and Prince Albert, where
many of the evacuees were located.
Throughout the ordeal, AREVA
continued to pay the employees
who were providing support.
It was a similar effort at Cameco.
Jean Alonso, director of transportation and materials management, said workers from
Key Lake went into Pinehouse
to help fight the fire, along with
a bulldozer from the mill site.
Cameco supported the effort
with a back-up power generator
also supplied by Key Lake.

Mine employees pitched in to fight fires across the north including at this site near Montreal Lake.

“In addition, we had a call for
help from Patuanak for some fire
fighting supplies, through our
corporate crisis management
system. Cigar Lake had some

“

munities where we could.”
Another serious problem was
a lack of food in the north, due
to cut-off supply lines and power
outages. Recognizing that need,

We have people who live in
Pinehouse, and when they’re
not at work, they’re part
of the community.

”

Jean Alonso, CAMECO

fire-fighting sprinkler supplies
they could spare, and on short
notice we organized a charter
flight from there to Patuanak to
deliver those items.” he added.
“We looked after our people,
we got our supplies rolling to the
sites, and supported the com-

PotashCorp joined Kitsaki Group
of Companies and Saskatchewan Blue Cross in donating
$50,000 each to the Food Banks
of Saskatchewan. The companies encouraged other people to
support the relief effort, and
matched cash donations.

By the end of August,
$277,872 was raised for emergency food hampers. Northern
Resource Trucking (NRT) shipped
the food north at no charge.
Eleven semi-trailer loads were
delivered to more than two
dozen communities, from La
Loche to Southend.
Athabasca Catering, Pratts
Wholesale, and the food banks
all pitched in to help gather and
handle the food donations.
“The fire evacuations created a
unique local food security challenge,” Jochen Tilk, PotashCorp
president and CEO, said at the
time.
“Thousands of northerners
had no time to plan ahead before they left their homes. Power
outages in some areas meant
refrigerators were off and food
was spoiled. We were happy to
be part of a team that helped
people get re-established at
home.”
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CHICKEN I.R. 224

FOND DU LAC I.R. 232

Swift Current
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CHICKEN I.R. 225

FOND DU LAC I.R. 228
FOND DU LAC I.R. 233
FOND DU LAC I.R. 231
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Growing the commitment
Mining companies encourage suppliers to partner
with Aboriginal business
The mining companies of
Saskatchewan long ago made
a commitment to include the
province’s Aboriginal People
in employment and supplying
services and products.
Over the past 40 years, min-

“

ing companies in northern Saskatchewan have become world
leaders in employment and
training of Aboriginal Peoples
and of fostering the growth of
aboriginal-owned businesses.
More recently, mining compan-

ies in southern Saskatchewan
have turned their attention and
considerable economic clout
to promoting Aboriginal inclusion within their companies.
Now, they are asking their nonAboriginal suppliers to partner

with Aboriginal groups and
businesses.
The supply chains of the mining companies within the province are at different stages with
respect to aboriginal inclusion.
In northern Saskatchewan, the

supply chain is already dominated by northern and Aboriginal owned businesses. At the
existing, brownfield mines in
southern Saskatchewan, the
business relationship with the
existing suppliers is well established, so the mining companies
have been creative in how they
encourage Aboriginal inclusion
in the supply chain.
At new, greenfield mines,
the supply chain is not yet established, and offers different
opportunities for Aboriginal
companies looking to become
established in the supply chain.
To help existing and Aboriginal
owned companies understand
the different states of evolu-

tion of the supply chains of
the various mining companies
in the province, the Saskatchewan Mining Association, with
partners SIMSA and Ministry
of Economy, held an Aboriginal
Supply Chain Forum at Wanuskewin Heritage Park in Saskatoon last year.
“Encouraging aboriginal participation in mining is one of
the SMA’s strategic goals, and
the forum is a vehicle to make
that happen,” explained Pam
Schwann, President, SMA.
John Lagimodiere, publisher
and editor of Eagle Feather
News, served as facilitator, and
said the event was a resounding success. All the large mining

companies were in attendance,
along with a large audience of
invited businesses ready or interested in partnering with Aboriginal groups and businesses.
In addition to panel discussions, there were presentations
from Keith Martell, executive chairman of the First Nations Bank; Jerry Grandey,
former Cameco president and
CEO, and now member of the
PotashCorp board; and Gary
Merasty, president and COO of
Des Nedhe Development.
“They were all talking about
their Aboriginal strategy, and
saying, ‘you have to have an
Aboriginal strategy for investment, and partnerships. We’re

really encouraging that,’” said
Lagimodiere. “I think it was
well-heard. People were getting the message.”
Aboriginal businesses and
economic development corporations are willing to partner with
industry, said Lagimodiere, and
they have capital and Aboriginal
communities behind them, but
they don’t have the procurement knowledge.
“By partnering with the established suppliers, they all
bring their strengths together
and make these good partnerships that lead to collaboration
agreements with communities
and joint ventures.
“I think it’s smart. If the big

Encouraging Aboriginal
participation in mining is
one of the SMA’s
strategic goals.

”
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We’re building a Legacy.
K+S Potash Canada has seen tremendous growth since work on the Legacy Project began near
Bethune, SK. There has been incredible progress both on-site and off-site, and we are excited to
carry this momentum forward. We are looking forward to a long future operating and investing
in the province of Saskatchewan.

16KSPC005_Awareness Ad
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Pam Schwann, President, SMA
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industry players are doing it, why
wouldn’t their suppliers?” asked
Lagimodiere. “They’re investing
time and energy in engaging
this under-engaged community. They are saying, this goes
beyond just our business. This
is important to business in Saskatchewan going forward.”
In northern Saskatchewan,
the value of goods and services purchased in 2014 by
Cameco and AREVA was $1.12
billion. Approximately 39 per
cent ($439 million) went to
businesses based in northern
Sask-atchewan. Further south,
PotashCorp is also emphasizing the need for collaboration.

Leanne Bellegarde, Director,
Diversity and Inclusion for
PotashCorp, said the company
is making a commitment to
Aboriginal inclusion that goes
beyond its own direct employment and community investment.
“In every RFP (request for proposal) that goes out for goods
and services, we are asking all
our suppliers what their commitment is to local Aboriginal content. It will become a contractual
commitment to those awarded.
“We ask them to identify
what opportunities they have for
employment, their community
investment strategies, for use

of subcontractors, particularly
Aboriginal-owned subcontractors, and for what they do around
Aboriginal education and training support, as well.”
PotashCorp spends about
$220 million on goods and
services in this province, which
can clearly have a significant
economic impact on the supply
chain, she said.
“We’ve made an early commitment to achieve 30 per cent of
our local purchasing attributed
to local Aboriginal content by
2020,” said Bellegarde.
Bellegarde saw the forum
as a great opportunity to
connec t Aboriginal and
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non-Aboriginal business.
“Part of what we tried to
achieve there was participation
from Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal suppliers, and that was
an important mix, so they get to
know each other.”
Lagimodiere noted that connecting through the supply
chain is a good way for the mining industry to positively engage
aboriginal communities.
“They get wealth, they get
jobs, they get capacity and
profits can go back into building more business, or a school,
or investing in a rink, or sending their kids to university. It’s
a win-win.”

Highways

SECTION
PARTNERS

Railways

FEATURE
SECTION
PARTNERS
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special water misters that help
form the traditional German
crust. Luckily, the large container
used to transport their belongings
had plenty of space for the oven.
The bread contains sourdough,
and is a mixture of 30 per cent
wheat and 70 per cent rye flour.
“We enjoy it. It’s a piece of
home,” said Lamp.

into production in late 2016.
As well as work travel, the
Lamps have also engaged in
tourism travel across quite a bit
of Canada, and particularly Western Canada.
“We get, more in the summertime, visitors from Germany –
friends, family,” said Lamp. “We
take them on (what we call) the
‘German loop;’ it’s really easy to
Always on the go
get at via Edmonton, stay in the
Travel is a constant in Lamp’s (Jasper) national park, and go to
life. He flies to Germany at least Lake Louise, Banff and Calgary.”
once a month for a few days, and
Travelling in Canada is very difsometimes twice a month. He ferent from travelling in Germany,
also goes to Vancouver regularly, he added.
where K+S is building a storage
“The wide open land…the
facility and vessel loading area at huge blue sky. Germany is very
Port Moody.
narrow; you have a lot of hilly reThe storage facility “is a huge gions…and every few kilometres
building, roughly three, four hun- there’s another village.
dred metres long and 32 to 35
“In Germany, you have a lot of
metres high,” said Lamp, add- cars, and high speed. When you
ing that it has a 160,000 tonne arrive at your town, you are really
capacity.
tired. It’s like yoga, this kind of
One or two days each week driving in Canada. You can look
are spent at the Legacy Project, around, and talk. And you are not
about two and a half hours south so tired when you arrive.
of Saskatoon near Bethune. The
“And when you’re in this kind
ORE Ad March 2016_Text as Outlines.ai 1 3/9/2016 4:32:13 PM
solution mine is expected to go of nature, it’s beautiful.”

In each edition of ORE, we go beyond the official
bio to give our readers insight into the leaders of
Saskatchewan’s mining and exploration companies.

Beyond
the Bio:
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Only a few weeks after moving
to Saskatchewan, Ulrich Lamp
and his wife Margot travelled
to their homeland of Germany
for a working visit. On the flight
back, the two were amazed to
find themselves remarking that
they were “going home” to Saskatoon.
“That was our feeling. That
really surprised us, but it was the
reality,” said Lamp in a recent
interview.
Lamp, Margot and their son
Paul moved to Saskatoon in August, 2012, after K+S asked him
to take the lead on the Legacy
Project — the first greenfield
potash mine in almost 40 years.
Despite English language barriers at the beginning, and a very
cold first winter, Lamp says the
experience has been wonderful.
“It has been a gift to come to
Canada to build a new mine and
live in a wonderful new country,”
he said.
“We never got the feeling we
are foreigners. What we experienced from the beginning was
the people were friendly and also
very helpful.”

Moving in and up at K+S
Ask Lamp if it was always his
intention to join the potash industry, and he laughs. “It was an

accident,” he admits, although
clearly a happy one.
At university, Lamp took a
degree in electrical engineering
and then added a doctorate in
mathematics. As he neared the
end of the doctorate, K+S sent
a letter inviting him for a talk
about a possible career. The K+S
executive was a contact of one
of Lamp’s professors.
“I had no clue about potash at
the time,” said Lamp. “I grew up
in the western part of Germany,
next to Koblenz, and the potash
industry was in the eastern part
of West Germany, close to the
border of East Germany.
“My aim was not to stay there.
I thought it was a nice environment; the people were nice,” and
that’s very important to Lamp.
He notes that a happy career is
as much about working conditions as about the work, and it’s
also important to him to listen
to employees and colleagues to
gather their ideas. The environment seemed to mesh with his
own values, and he joined the
company.
“After three and a half years,
they offered me a job at headquarters. I was responsible for
the IT department, which was
very small at the time. I built it
up to 200 IT specialists,” said

Margot and Ulrich Lamp have found that Saskatoon feels like home.

Ulrich Lamp, President and CEO, K+S Potash Canada

Lamp, who became CEO of IT
services in 2000.
“And then I learned about Legacy. I was asked at the beginning
of 2011 to join this project.”
He liked the project from the
beginning, finding it “fascinating
from the first minute of contact,”
and by early 2012, K+S asked him
if he was interested in moving to
Saskatoon and taking the lead
on Legacy.
After discussing this big move
with Margot and Paul, he took
the position. It was not an easy
decision: Margot would have to
give up her work, and Paul would
have to navigate a very different
education system, as well as learn
English.
With “great support” from
Margot, the Lamps moved in

the summer of 2012. Paul had
to go backward in his education
to Grade 11; he was 18, but his
classmates were a year or two
younger. At first, he understood
nothing, said Lamp; but today
Paul is “brilliant in English,” and
in his second year studying computer science at the University
of Saskatchewan. “That’s hard
enough to do in your mother
tongue. In a second language,
that’s really challenging.”
It wasn’t just the family that
made the big move. To ease the
transition to Canada, at least on
the cookery side, Ulrich and Margot purchased and transported
a German bread oven. Margot
had to learn how to use the fairly
massive oven, measuring about
1.2 metres wide, and fitted with
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On the road and in the air
with Dr. Ulrich Lamp,
President and CEO,
K+S Potash Canada
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the other people connected
to capital markets, such as
company analysts.
“As an IR officer, you need
to be aware of not only what’s
happening with your company,
but the macro-economic environment as well,” said Lepage.
“Information is your biggest
tool, and not just knowing your
company, but the factors that
influence your company.”
IR, he explains, is about
integrating the disciplines of
finance, communications and
marketing. The intention is to
provide a flow of information
between the public company
and the investment community, thereby enabling fair and

Tagging along
Marc Lepage,

Manager, Investor
Relations
Claude Resources Inc.
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In his position as Manager,
Investor Relations with Claude
Resources, Saskatchewan’s only
gold producer, Lepage is constantly travelling to some of the
world’s major cities: Toronto,
New York, London, Paris, Zurich
— the list goes on.
“Being a Saskatoon publiclytraded company on the Toronto
Stock Exchange, most of our investors don’t reside in Saskatchewan,” explained Lepage in an
interview.
Therefore, it’s important to
regularly head out to meet investors on what the industry calls
“road shows.” Lepage, along
with Claude Resources executives, could be on the road as
many as 100 days a year, often
in three to four day stints.
“In 2015, we were typically
gone eight days of the month,”
said Lepage.
“It is my job to communicate
to the people we meet with
around the world so they can
make informed decisions on

whether to buy, hold or sell the
stock.”
He loves it, along with the
many other responsibilities he
juggles in his multi-faceted job;
but travel has also taught him
two other important things.
“I’ve been all over the world,
and I love coming home,” he said.
“We have the best standard of
living in the world.
“The IR role provides a way of
seeing the world but being able
to live in Saskatchewan. What an
opportunity.”
Lepage, born and raised in Saskatoon, is bilingual and holder of
a Bachelor of Commerce degree
from the Edwards School of Business at the University of Saskatchewan.
While he had the opportunity
to go to Calgary and enter the oil
and gas industry, Lepage wanted
to stay in this province, and he
wanted to work in mining.
“We’re a mining town,” said
Lepage, a true Saskatchewan
patriot.

efficient capital markets.
IR people must also build excellent relationships with their
senior executives. Lepage pre-

“

report, manages the website,
writes press releases and fact
sheets — and obviously knows
how to juggle very, very well.

I knew people in the
industry, and I knew that was
where I wanted to be.
Marc Lepage

pares information for the executives, creates various communications strategies, spends hours on
the phone talking to investors
himself, contributes to the annual

”

Being an IR professional is fascinating, said Lepage, because
you are involved in the entire
business.
“You have to be able to under-

stand all aspects of the business
and deal with all departments
in order to get the information
to develop the communication
strategies. You often get a seat
at the management table and
sometimes even at the board
table. Senior management and
the board rely on IR to provide
them with intelligence on the
market, regulatory issues and
shareholders. This is important
for a publicly traded company.
“I get in at 7.30, and next time
I look at the clock, it’s noon,”
said Lepage. “This role is multifaceted and there is never a day
that is the same. You have to
really be able to prioritize your
time, and be very efficient.”
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“Everyone thinks
of Saskatchewan as the
place you fly
over or drive
through. But
we’re rich in resources,
and most of it has to be
extracted by mining.
“I knew people in the industry, and I knew that was where I
wanted to be.”
One of those people was Neil
McMillan, the former president
and CEO of Claude. Lepage, who
also knew McMillan’s son, often
invited him out for coffee and
advice on how to get into the
mining sector.
“A year after I graduated from
university, he was looking for
someone on the marketing and
communications side, who was
eager to get into the mining business,” said Lepage. “We shared a
big passion for baseball; he also
had a career in ball.
Before entering the mining
industry, Lepage was a talented

baseball player, who spent a
season in Australia at age 19 and
another two seasons with the
Saskatoon Yellow Jackets. He was
teammates and is friends with the
Saskatchewan-born pitching sensation Andrew Albers, and with
Dustin Molleken, who recently
signed with the Detroit Tigers.
That baseball background
helped cement the relationship
with McMillan. “This business is
about connections, relationships
and wanting to work with the
right people,” said Lepage.
He has been with Claude for
seven years, and is now working
with new president and CEO
Brian Skanderbeg. Much of his
job is dealing with investors and

Building a Future
Through Investment

Athabasca Basin Development is a Saskatchewan
company investing in our province. We have a strong
record of success with professional management teams,
solid governance, and ownership in a diverse portfolio
of companies employing over 1,000 people. We were
also recognized and honoured as SaskBusiness
Magazine’s ‘2014 Business of the Year’.

athabascabasin.ca
info@athabascabasin.ca

TRU NORTH
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If you plan to tag along with
Marc Lepage, pack a suitcase.
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Designer Dean Bartsch, Creative Fire

logo for 10 or 20 years, we
needed to make sure it would
remain timeless.”
The final logo is a clear representation of mining tucked
within the shape of the province.
A bright green graphic symbol,
which represents a headframe,
drill rig, or loadout building,
and a push pin for a target on
a geologist’s map, drills down
into a dark grey stylized letter
M, for mining.
“Within the logo, it’s the
path to the valuable resources
that are being recovered from
the earth,” Bartsch explained.

%
1

As to the use of colour,
“green is fresh and a reminder of
the importance of environmental
sustainability in exploration and
mining,” added Schwann.
“People can look at it and
immediately recognize it’s Saskatchewan, and recognize the
mining component, as well,”
Bartsch said.
A good logo, said Bartsch,
should be simple, appropriate, memorable, timeless and
versatile; and, it should tell a
story. It’s fair to say the new
SMA logo lives up to all those
conditions.
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Gas pool

Gold potential

Bitumen (oil sands) potential

Major peat resource potential

Potash and salt resource area

Coal field

Carnallitic region (magnesium)

Helium resource potential

Commercial forestry

Although the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy has exercised all reasonable care in the
compilation, interpretation, and production of this map, it is not possible to ensure total accuracy,
and all persons who rely on the information contained herein do so at their own risk. The Ministry of
the Economy and the Government of Saskatchewan do not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
or inaccuracies that may be included in, or derived from, this map.
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1. Beechy plant (Touchwood Resources)
% CLAY RESOURCES
1. Saskatoon clay quarry and plant (Cindercrete Products Ltd.)
2. Ravenscrag clay quarry (brick) (I-XL Industries Ltd.)
3. PR-1 and PR-3 clay deposits (stoneware)
4. Eastend clay deposit
5. Frenchman clay prospect
6. Wood Mountain - Fir Mountain kaolin prospect
7. Flintoft clay pit (refractory and ball clay) (closed)
8. Gollier Creek kaolin quarry (Whitemud Resources Ltd.)
9. Rockglen clay pit (brick clay)
10. St. Victor bentonite deposit (swelling bentonite)
11. Readlyn ball clay deposit and Willows clay pit (refractory and ball clay)
12. A.P. Green Claybank brick plant (closed)
13. Truax bentonite quarry (Canadian Clay Products Inc.)
14. Wilcox bentonite plant (Canadian Clay Products Inc.)
15. Willow Bunch clinker quarry (Colored Shale Products Inc.)
% COAL AND PEAT
1. Lac La Ronge lignite (sub-bituminous) deposit
2. Carrot River peat moss mine (Premier Tech Horticulture)
3. Carrot River peat moss plant (Premier Tech Horticulture)
4. Hudson Bay area coal deposits
5. Poplar River coal mine (Westmoreland Coal Company)
6. Estevan coal mine (Westmoreland Coal Company)

% BUILDING MATERIALS
1. Neyrink Lake black and grey granite (diorite) building stone
2. Sahli green granite building stone
3. Deschambault marble (dolomite) quarry (Graham Construction)
4. Mystic Lake "Verde Antique" marble (veined amphibolite) building stone
5. McNally Lake buckskin marble (dolomite) building stone
6. Amisk Lake red marble (dolomite) building stone
7. Waskwei River cement rock deposit
8. Hudson Bay cement rock deposit
% SILICA SAND
1. Bow River silica sand deposit
2. Nipekamew River silica sand deposit
3. Wapawekka Lake silica sand deposit
4. Hanson Lake silica sand deposit
5. Red Deer River silica sand quarry (Red Deer Silica Inc.)
6. CanFrac silica sand quarry
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with have a lot of experience in
the industry, and brought some
useful ideas to the table.”
As part of the research
behind the design, Creative
Fire also conducted an audit
of industry partners, including
other mining associations and
companies in Canada. That audit
helped designer Dean Bartsch
create a logo that would stand
out in the universe of mining
associations.
“A key consideration in the
rebranding of the SMA was
that the logo needed to reflect
the diversity of our members,
whether they were from the
exploration, potash, metallic,
industrial or uranium sectors, as
well as the connection to the
province” said Pam Schwann,
President, SMA. “Finding something that would “speak to” all
our members was a fun challenge,” she added.
“When people think of the
mining association, they have a
fairly narrow view of who’s involved in the SMA,” Juba said.
“As we went through the discussions with the people there,
we learned that it’s not just the
biggest mining companies in the
province, and it’s not just actual
mining and geologists.”
Bartsch took the information
and developed it into a “simplified story,” with a clean, contemporary look.
“In this case, we ended up
in a place where we could talk
about mining right from exploration to extraction. That’s the
umbrella of what we’re working
with,” he said.
“Then we started looking at
symbols and marks to simply
communicate that,” he added.
“Knowing they may use that

4

u
So
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Every good logo tells a story.
Far from a matter of throwing some words and shapes
together, a good logo is developed through collaboration,
consideration and many, many
iterations. The final result is a
tiny book in itself.
So it was that the new Saskatchewan Mining Association’s
logo came into being. When the
SMA celebrated its 50th year in
2015, its board felt it was time to
refresh the logo for the future.
They chose Creative Fire of
Saskatoon to develop the important piece of branding.
“We were fortunate to have
them choose us,” said Ken Juba,
a founding partner of the firm.
“Then we started the process
of discovery and development.”
The process itself was quite
fascinating, starting with many
conversations with Tracey Irwin,
SMA Manager of Communications, and a great deal of research.
“There was a conversation
with the folks at the SMA, to
understand where the logo is
used, how it’s used, what its
strengths and weaknesses are,
what they like and what they
don’t like about it, why they feel
the need for change, and what
they would like the new logo to
represent,” said Juba.
Those conversations continued throughout the design
process, he added.
“One of the things we found
about the process with the SMA
is that they were very collaborative. The SMA Public Awareness Committee that oversaw
the development of the logo is
comprised of communication
specialists from member companies. The people we worked

1#

Tazin Lake

SMA’s new logo
tells the story of mining and exploration

2016 Edition

KEY TO NUMBERED MINERAL DEPOSITS †
# GOLD
1. Box mine (closed), Athona deposit and
1. Laird Island deposit
Frontier Adit prospect
2. Nesbit Lake prospect
Scott
2. ELA prospect
Lake
2
3. Arty Lake deposit
TALTSON 1 #
#
3. Pine Channel prospects
4. Pitch-ore mine (closed)
2# 3
TRAIN
3
#
ENNADAI
4. Nirdac Creek prospect
1
#
DODGE
5. Beta Gamma mine (closed)
ZEMLAK
6 #
57
5. Ithingo Lake deposit
4 # # # ## 8 4 # # 2
6. Eldorado HAB mine (closed) and Baska prospect
BE
6. Twin Zone and Wedge Lake deposits
7. Eldorado Eagle mine (closed) and ABC deposit
URANIUM
11 # # # 9
#6
19 AV
# # 13
7. Golden Heart mine (suspended)
CITY
8. National Explorations and Eldorado Dubyna mines
# # 5 ERL
15 # 12 ###
22
#
# 18
8. EP and Komis mines (closed)
OD
TANTATO
(closed) and Strike deposit
16 #
#
23
1
GE
20
9. Corner Lake deposit
#
9. Eldorado Verna, Ace-Fay, Nesbitt Labine (Eagle-Ace)
24 #
# 10 1 14
4
#
#5
2# 3
26 # 25
and Beaverlodge mines and Bolger Open Pit (closed) 10. Tower East and Memorial deposits
17
#
#
#
2
11. Birch Crossing deposits
3#
21
Lake Athabasca
10. Martin Lake mine (closed)
Fond du Lac
Black
#
STONY
#
12. Jojay deposit
11. Rix-Athabasca, Smitty, Leonard, Cinch and Cayzor
Lake
RAPIDS
MUDJATIK
13. Star Lake mine (closed)
Athabasca mines (closed); St. Michael prospect
27
14. Jolu and Decade mines (closed)
12. Lorado mine (closed)
53 #
15. Jasper mine (closed)
13. Black Bay/Murmac Bay mine (closed)
Fond du Lac River
16. Greywacke deposit
14. Consolidated Nicholson Bay and Fish Hook Bay
17. Roy Lloyd mine - Bingo deposit
mines (closed)
(suspended)
15. Gulch mine (closed)
Hatchet
18. North Lake deposit
16. Gunnar mine (closed)
Lake
19. Contact Lake mine (closed)
17.
Stewart
Island
prospect
CARSWELL
20. Preview North and South, PAP A, B, and C
18.
Maurice
Bay
deposit
STRUCTURE
# 39
and PAP/Preview SW deposits
19. VIC Claims prospect
28
21. Sulphide Lake deposit
#
20. Matthews Lake prospect
Pasfield
22. Anglo-Rouyn tailings
Lake
21. Fond-du-Lac deposit
31 32
ATHABASCA BASIN
23. Seabee mine (Claude Resources Inc.)
29 #
22. Charlebois Lake and David deposits
### 3735# Wollaston
30
Waterbury
24. Porky Main/West deposits
23. Mozzie Lake deposit
# #7
34 # # # 36 Lake
5$
Lake
25. Santoy 8/Santoy Gap mines (Claude
#
7
24. Row, West Row and ART prospects
33 # 38
Resources Inc.), Santoy 7 deposit
25. Higginson Lake and Corrigan Lake prospects
26. Brownell Lake occurrences
#
26. Paisley Lake prospect
#
955
41
42
27. Manson Bay (Schotts Lake) deposit
27. Nisto mine (closed)
28. Eccles Lake (Dolly) prospect
28. Cluff Lake mine (closed) - D, Dominique-Peter,
#
29.
Graham
mine deposit
43
Claude and Dominique-Janine (North, EX OP, UG
# 40
30. Robinson Creek deposit
51 52
and EX Pods) deposits
#
44 #
Patterson
31. Prince Albert (Monarch) mine (closed)
#
29. Shea Creek - Anne, Kianna and Colette deposits
Lake
# 45
50 #
32.
Laurel
Lake
(Amisk Gold) deposit
49 #
30.
Midwest
mine
Midwest
and
Midwest
A
deposits
56 #
Reindeer
33. Newcor, Bootleg (Rio), and Henning(not producing) (AREVA Resources Canada Inc.,
# 57
3#
55 54
13
Maloney mines (closed)
69.16%; Denison Mines Inc., 25.17%; OURD
2
48 # #
#
34. McMillan prospect
Cree
## # 47
(Canada) Co. Ltd., 5.67%)
1 # 905 #
6
Lake
31. Roughrider and J Zone deposits
# COPPER-ZINC
N
32. Dawn Lake deposit
1. Janice Lake prospect
Lake
$6
SO
33. McClean Lake mine - JEB, Sue A, B, C and E
2. Jansem prospect
LT
# 46
deposits (mined out); McClean, Caribou, Sue D
4#
3. Frog Lake prospect
TA
(AREVA Resources Canada Inc., 70%; Denison
4. Reef Lake prospect
Mines Inc., 22.5%; OURD (Canada) Co. Ltd. 7.5%) 5. Discovery Lake prospect
34. Tamarack deposit
6. Brabant Lake PEG/McKenzie deposit
Wasekamio
1
35. Eagle Point mine (Cameco Corp.)
7. Borys Lake deposit
Lake
5
#
36. Collins Bay 'A' and 'B' Zone deposits (mined out)
7$
8. Elizabeth Lake deposit
2#
#
37. Rabbit Lake mine (mined out); mill processing
5#
9. Anglo-Rouyn mine (closed)
58 #
Eagle Point mine ore
10. Pitching Lake deposit
Turnor
38.
Horseshoe
and
Raven
deposits
11. SAD Zone (HBED Zone) deposit
Lake
8#
3#
39.
La
Rocque
Lake
deposit
12. Hook Lake (Gee Lake) deposit
LA LOCHE
Lac
40.
Paul
Bay
Ore
Shoot
deposit
13.
Brownell Lake deposit
La Loche
Frobisher
41. Cigar Lake mine (Cameco Corp., 50.025%;
14. Bigstone Lake deposit
Lake
$1
AREVA Resources Canada Inc., 37.1%; Idemitsu 15. Miskat Lake prospect
155
7#
Uranium Exploration Canada Ltd., 7.875%;
SOUTHEND
4# 6 5
16. McIlvenna Bay deposit
4#
TEPCO Resources Inc., 5%)
8 #7
17. McDermott Lake (Balsam Zone) prospect
#
42. Wolf Lake and Sand Lake deposits
18. Ramsay (Quandt/Keputch) deposit
11 # # ##
5#
Peter
Churchill
43. West Bear deposit
19. FON and Abbott Lake deposits
12 10 9 # 6
Pond
44. McArthur River mine - McArthur River deposit
914
20. Schotts Lake deposit
Lake
14 #
Lake
(Cameco Corp., 69.805%; AREVA Resources
21. Otonadah Lake deposit
3 ###13
$
%
Canada Inc., 30.195%)
8
22. Knife (Mokoman) Lake deposit
1 #
PATUANAK
#
22
15
45. McArthur River - BJ Zone deposit
BUFFALO
23. Flin Flon and Callinan mines (closed)
102
NARROWS
46. Key Lake mine - Gaertner and Deilmann
8# 17
24. Birch Lake and Flexar mines (closed)
Ch
24
urc
#
#
16
deposits (mined out); mill (Cameco Corp.,
hil
25. Konuto Lake mine (closed)
7# ##
l
Lac
# 25
83.333%;
AREVA
Resources
Canada
Inc.,
#
SANDY
26. Coronation mine (closed)
9
Ile-a-la23
BAY
Crosse
16.667%)
processing
McArthur
River
mine
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6. Dumas Lake deposit
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3. Fort à la Corne kimberlite field
7. Rottenstone mine (closed)
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4. Star Kimberlite
8. Gochager Lake deposit
5. Pikoo
9. Mal Lake prospect
10. Triangle Lake deposit
$ MISCELLANEOUS
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11. Nemeiben Lake (Dunlop) deposit
1. Deep Bay graphite
12. Howard (Little Clam) Lake deposit
2. Pasquia Hills oil shale
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14. Hidden Lake deposit
4. Pinehouse limestone
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1. Vanscoy potash mine (Agrium Inc.) and salt plant (NSC Minerals)
%8
2
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2. Cory Division potash mine (PotashCorp) (by-product CaCl2 brine)
16
3. Patience Lake Division potash solution mine (PotashCorp)
4. Allan Division potash mine (PotashCorp)
6
5. Colonsay potash mine (The Mosaic Company)
% 10
6. Lanigan Division potash mine (PotashCorp)
9
7. Esterhazy K-1 and K-2 potash mines (The Mosaic Company) and salt plant
%4
1%
(Compass Minerals)
8. Rocanville Division potash mine (PotashCorp) and salt plant (NSC Minerals)
11
HUMBOLDT
21
%%1
2%
SASKATOON
9. Belle Plaine potash solution mine (The Mosaic Company) and fine salt plant
5
(processes waste salt from potash mine) (K+S Windsor Salt Ltd.)
2%
3
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10. Unity solution salt mine and plant (Compass Minerals)
3%
1%
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11. Saskatoon chloride-based chemical plant (ERCO Worldwide)
4
12. Jansen project
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12
13. M & J project
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18. Sedley project
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1. Aroma Lake deposit
9. Vincent Lake deposit
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2. Whiteshore Lake (Palo) deposit
10. Snakehole Lake plant (closed)
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3. Lydden Lake deposit
11. Verlo East deposit
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Lake
deposit
12.
Ceylon Lake (Salt Lake) deposit
Lake
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Diefenbaker
5. Berry Lake deposit
13. Chaplin Lake plant (Sask. Minerals)
6. Little Manitou Lake deposit
14. Frederick Lake (Bishopric) plant (closed)
21 %
7. Bitter Lake deposit
15. Horseshoe (Shoe) Lake plant (closed)
MELVILLE
8. Ingebrigt Lake plant (closed)
16. Sybouts East (East Coteau Lake) plant
16
(closed)
Qu'Appelle River
10
%1
% POTASSIUM SULPHATE
1. Alsask Lake plant (closed)
7%
2. Big Quill Lake plant (Compass Minerals)
15 %
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Abasca Resources Inc.
Agrium Partnership
ALX Uranium Corporation
AREVA Resources Canada Inc.
AREVA Resources Canada Inc. – McClean Lake Operation
BHP Billiton
Boart Longyear
Cameco Corporation
Cameco Corporation – Cigar Lake Operation
Cameco Corporation – Key Lake Operation
Cameco Corporation – McArthur River Operation
Cameco Corporation – Rabbit Lake Operation
CanAlaska Uranium Ltd.
Claude Resources Inc.
Denison Mines Corp.
Fission 3.0 Corp.
Fission Uranium Corp.
Fortis Mining Engineering Manufacturing
Forum Uranium Corporation
HudBay Minerals
JCU (Canada) Exploration Company Ltd.
K+S Potash Canada GP
K+S Windsor Salt
Kitsaki Procon JV
Mosaic Company
Mosaic Belle Plaine
Mosaic Colonsay
Mosaic Esterhazy
NexGen Energy Ltd.
North Arrow Minerals Inc.
North Atlantic Potash Inc.
PotashCorp
PotashCorp Allan
PotashCorp Cory
PotashCorp Lanigan
PotashCorp Patience Lake
PotashCorp Rocanville
Purepoint Uranium Group Inc.
Rio Tinto
Shore Gold Inc.
Skyharbour Resources Ltd.
Thyssen Mining Construction of Canada
UEX Corporation
Vale Potash Canada Limited
Western Potash Corp.
Westmoreland Coal Company – Estevan Mine
Westmoreland Coal Company – Poplar River Mine
Xtreme Mining & Demolition Inc.
Yancoal Canada Resources Co., Ltd.

Ames Construction	P. 11
Applied Industrial Technologies	P. 25
Athabasca Basin Development	P. 27
Brandt	P. 31
Finning	P. 2
Graham	P. 32
Hipperson Construction	P. 17
K+S Potash Canada GP	P. 21
MLT (MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP)	P. 22
Mosaic Company	P. 15
Panteluk Construction Ltd.	P. 15
PotashCorp	P. 5
Saskatchewan Polytechnic	P. 17
Thyssen Mining Construction of Canada	P. 23
Xtreme Mining	P. 8

LOAD WARRIOR.
INTRODUCING
THE NEW DEERE
944K WHEEL
LOADER.

Backed by over 45 years of experience producing wheel loaders, the new 944K is the largest
wheel loader Deere builds and it redefines expectations in it’s class. Featuring a hybrid-electric drive
system designed to increase engine life and reduce fuel consumption, it combines the exceptional
productivity and efficiency you’ve come to expect from Deere production-class loaders. And best
of all, it’s backed by Brandt – the best-trained and committed after sales support team in the
business. That’s Powerful Value. Delivered.

LEARN ABOUT THE JOHN DEERE WORKSIGHT TM FUEL ADVANTAGE

FIND OUT MORE AT BRANDTPROMO.CA

brandt.ca 1-888-227-2638
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